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ABSTRACT- As we know that WWW is allowing peoples to share the huge information globally from the big database repositories. The amount of information grows billions of databases. Hence to search particular information from these huge databases we need the specialized mechanism which helps to retrieve that information efficiently. Nowadays various types of search engines are available which makes information retrieving is difficult. But to provide the better solution to this problem, semantic web search engines are playing vital role. Basically, the main aim of this kind of search engines is to provide the required information is small time with maximum accuracy. But the problem with semantic search engines is that those are vulnerable while answering the intelligent queries. These kinds of search engines don’t have much efficiency as per expectations by end users, as most of time they are providing the inaccurate information’s. Thus in this paper we are presenting the new approach for semantic search engines which will answer the intelligent queries also more efficiently and accurately. With the keywords based searches they usually provide results from blogs or other discussion boards. The user cannot have a satisfaction with these results due to lack of trust on blogs etc. To get the trusted results search engines require searching for pages that maintain such information at some place. Here we propose the intelligent semantic web based search engine, we use the power of XML meta-tags deployed on the web page to search the queried information. The XML page will be consisted of built-in and user-defined tags. The metadata information of the pages is extracted from this XML into RDF. Our practical results showing that proposed approach taking very less time to answer the queries while providing more accurate information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web that allows the meaning of information to be precisely described in terms of well-defined vocabularies that are understood by people and computers. On the Semantic Web information is described using a new W3C standard called the Resource Description Framework (RDF). Semantic Web Search is a search engine for the Semantic Web. Current Web sites can be used by both people and computers to precisely locate and gather information published on the Semantic Web. Ontology is one of the most important concepts used in the semantic web infrastructure, and RDF(S) (Resource Description Framework/Schema) and OWL (Web Ontology Languages) are two W3C recommended data representation models which are used to represent ontologies. The Semantic Web will support more efficient discovery, automation, integration and reuse of data and provide support for interoperability problem which cannot be resolved with current web technologies. Currently research on semantic web search engines are in the beginning stage, as the traditional search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing (MSN) and so forth still dominate the present markets of search engines [1] [4].

First, they do not provide the factor of reliability as the user demands. For example, when a particular user issue any query like “Which is the best University in my city?” the search engine although provides thousand of result to the user but it’s difficult for the user to find out which source is reliable. The user has to sift through all the retrieved pages to find only the reliable results. Secondly, the relevancy of provided results is not up to the mark. The results against the previous query provides some of the results like “Scholarships in best University of my city?” or “Admissions in best University of my city” etc.

In this paper, we propose the semantic web based search engine which is also called as Intelligent Semantic Web Search Engines. We use the power of XML meta-tags deployed on the web page to search the queried information. The XML page will be consisted of built-in and user defined tags. The metadata information of the pages is extracted from this XML into RDF. The RDF graphs are populated by inputting through XForms. These tags will help the system in getting answers from reliable sources. For relevancy
factor, we use the power of ontology in order to group the domain information of our interest.

II. BACKGROUND

Information retrieval by searching information on the web is not a fresh idea but has different challenges when it is compared to general information retrieval. Different search engines return different search results due to the variation in indexing and search process. Google, Yahoo, and Bing have been out there which handles the queries after processing the keywords. They only search information given on the web page, recently, some research group’s start delivering results from their semantics based search engines, and however most of them are in their initial stages. Till none of the search engines come to close indexing the entire web content, much less the entire Internet.

Presently web having lack of semantic structure which makes it is very difficult task for machine while understanding information which is provided by end user. When the information was distributed in web, we have two kinds of research problems in search engine i.e.

1. How can a search engine map a query to documents where information is available but does not retrieve in intelligent and meaning full information?
2. The query results produced by search engines are distributed across different documents that may be connected with hyperlink. How search engine can recognize efficiently such a distributed results?

First problem is solved by semantic web by providing the semantic annotations in order to provide the intelligent and meaningful information [4] [5]. The Semantic web would require solving extraordinarily difficult problems in the areas of knowledge representation, natural language understanding. Following figure 1 is showing the framework for semantic search engine.

III. EXISTING WORKS AND LIMITATIONS

The existing WWW is big global database which lacks the existence of a semantic structure and this makes difficult for the machine to understand the information provided by the user in the form of search strings. As for results, the search engines return the ambiguous or partially ambiguous result data set; Semantic web is being to be developed to overcome the following problems for current web.

- The web content lacks a proper structure regarding the representation of information.
- Ambiguity of information resulting from poor interconnection of information.
- Automatic information transfer is lacking.
- Usability to deal with enormous number of users and content ensuring trust at all levels.
- Incapability of machines to understand the provided information due to lack of a universal format.

Hakia is a general purpose semantic search engine that search structured text like Wikipedia. Hakia calls itself a “meaning-based (semantic) search engine”. They’re trying to provide search results based on meaning match, rather than by the popularity of search terms. The presented news, Blogs, Credible, and galleries are processed by hakia's proprietary core semantic technology called QDEXing.

It can process any kind of digital artefact by its Semantic Rank technology using third party API feeds. A single query by the user brings results from any repository including Web, News, Blogs, Video, Images, and Hakia Galleries and also from Credible Sources. For short queries the site displays results in categories, instead of a standard list as shown in current search engines. For longer queries, Hakia highlights relevant phrases or sentences. The results are somehow relevant and reliable but Hakia does not reveal it’s inside technology. Hakia take the searched query and find the results in many categories for example from galleries, videos etc. so it took more time than the usual search engines in the retrieval of results.

SenseBot represents a new type of search engine that prepares a text summary in response to the user’s search query. SenseBot extracts the most relevant results using Semantic Web technologies from the Web. It then summarizes the results together for the user as per topic. It uses text mining algorithms to parse (human readable) Web pages which lead to identification of key semantic concepts. The coherent summary is then performed from multidocuments that are retrieved. This summary itself becomes the main result of the search. Although the search results are still not relevant because the summarized result may divert the results from actual demands of the user.

The sources from which the results are coming are usually the news agencies so reliability is also somehow missing. Powerset does not search simply on keywords alone, but also try to understand the semantic meaning behind the search phrase as a whole. Powerset's first product is a search and discovery experience for Wikipedia. It attempts to use natural language processing to understand the nature of the
question and return pages containing the answer. It gives more accurate results, and aggregates information from across multiple articles. The results returned by Powerset are most reliable and relevant than all the other semantic search engines however its scope is only limited to articles of Wikipedia.

DeepDyve is a powerful, professional research engine that lets users access expert content from the “Deep Web” the part of the internet that is not indexed by traditional search engines. It indexes every word in a document, but also computes the factorial combination of words and phrases in the document and uses some industrial strength statistical techniques to assess the “informational impact” of these combinations. The presentation of search results is very complex. It presents the users with many advanced options for refining, sorting or saving the search. The search results are however relatively easy to navigate. The results presented are only for the paid customers, they are not available for the general public.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

The problems described in previous sub-sections related to the semantic web search engines can be resolved by maintaining metadata repository for the pages that contain domain knowledge from trusted sources. Search Engines instead of searching keywords on the web page will now search metadata for the required information. We, in this work, developed search engine that is based on this concept. Our search engine first searches the pages and then gets the result by searching for the metadata. The metadata recording could either be made manual or automated. The manual system requires input of information from the administrator of web site. This solution is improper since it can compromise the reliability and efficiency.

Proposed Approach for Semantic Web Search Engine

Search Engines instead of searching keywords on the web page will now search metadata for the required information. We, in this work, developed search engine that is based on this concept. Our search engine first searches the pages and then gets the result by searching for the metadata. The interoperability issues can be resolved by using W3C compliant tools. For representing domain knowledge, W3C proposes Ontologies in OWL while metadata can be represented in Graphs as RDF Triples. This approach will ensure heterogeneity at data, schema and device level. The important part in our semantic web documents block is the instances of ontology. These instances are represented as metadata that contains information about the target web pages. We used W3C based tools to ensure semantic interoperability. In this regard we used OWL / RDF to represent metadata in a graph based structure. This tool represent information as ‘subject’, ‘predicate’ and ‘object’ analogous to English language grammar structure. Subject and object is an instance of classes while predicate defines the relationship or property between them. With respect to mapping, the set of subjects are domain that is mapped to set of objects as range through relationships.

Following figure 2 is showing the detail model for proposed approach.

![Figure 2. Design Architecture of Intelligent Semantic Web Search Engines](image)

V. WORK DONE

In this work we have implemented the proposed semantic search engine with the proposed approach for the discovering personal name aliases from the semantic web. Our proposed approach claims that this new approach for semantic web as well as personal name aliases discovering having more effective and efficient results as compare to all the existing methods. We had done our implementation using .Net framework. We used Sql server database as backend processes.

VI. WORK DONE

For existing search engines which we discussed previously existing semantic search engines and methods. Here I present the some of the common issues in this existing intelligent search engines as concluded below:

a) Low precision and high recall

Some Intelligent semantic search engines cannot show their significant performance in improving precision and lowering recall. In Ding’s semantic flash search engine, the resource of the search engine is based on the top-50 returned results from Google that is not a semantic search engine, which could be low precision and high recall [10].

b) Identity intention of the user

User intention identification plays an important role in the intelligent semantic search engine. For example, in chiung-Hon leon lee introduced a method for analyzing the request
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terms to fit user intention, so that the service provided will be more suitable for the user [11].
c) Individual user patterns can be extrapolated to global users.
In early search engine that offered disambiguation to search terms. A user could enter in a search term that was ambiguous (e.g., Java) and the search engine would return a list of alternatives (coffee, programming language, island in the South Seas). [11]
d) Inaccurate queries.
We have user typically domain specific knowledge. And users don’t include all potential Synonyms and variations in the query, actually user have a problem but aren’t sure how to phrase. [11]

VII. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
Here we implemented the proposed approach with the e-learning application for sharing information. Our search engine shows the better performance in case accuracy and efficiency. Following figure 3 shows the home page for this application:

Following charts shows the results for precision rate, recall rate for this proposed approach as compared to existing search engines.
Precision Rate: precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the search.
Recall Rate: Recall in information retrieval is the fraction of the documents that are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved

VIII. CONCLUSION
The issues within the reviewed intelligent semantic search methods and engines are concluded based on four perspectives differentiations between designers and users’ perceptions, static knowledge structure, low precision and high recall and lack of experimental tests.
Here we presented the use of Semantic Web tools for searching the semantic information on the pages using W3C compliant tools. This enables our system to work on any platform. There are many extensions possible in this system. Information from other domains can be included by proposing Ontologies. Currently metadata feeds is the manual process using XForms. We are currently working towards automation. There are two possible solutions for this problem. One is Semantic Crawlers while second is the use of RSS feeds. The queries are required to be parsed according to Natural Language Processing framework. Complex set of algorithms are required to be implemented.
Above results claims that proposed approach is showing the improvements in precision rate with lower recall rate as compared existing search engines.
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